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UFO HISTORICAL REVUE - DEBUT 

UFO Historical Revue is a quarterly publication that will deal 
primarily with the early years of the UFO phenomena, as well as other 
kinds of aerial oddities. 

To understand how a~y topic functions one must understand the 
tupic's origins~ that fr o m which it came. UFOs have a very deep, but 
very obscure base, which t hrough the years has been twis t ed, mold ed, 
and manipulated to meet the needs of whoever had a belief to promote. 
One of the purposes of this publication is to reexamine the roots of 
UFO reports, using materials rarely seen in their original form. 

During the entire time that I had prepared my previous public
ation, Just Cause, I had made approximately twice-a-month visits to 
some of the various old universities and libraries in the Boston area, 
tapping their collections for old stories about peculiar aerial phen
omena. Some would be used in the old publication if they related to 
government involvement in UFOs, but usually they didn't, so I kept 
them in files. The files grew to tens of thousands of items, and in 
the last several years enterprising efforts by researchers with , Pro
ject 1947, headed by Jan Aldrich, have organized this research in ways 
never done before. 

The flow of historical information on unusual aerial phenomena 
now boggles the mind. Thousands of newspapers and journals have been, 
and are being, scanned, across the entir ~ planet no less. A significant 
dent has been made in knowing what we haven't known about such sky my
steries, but only a dent. It hasn't been without a price. Such resear
chers get little or no funding, working with personal funds that could 
be used in more profitable directions. Time demands to do this are pro
digious, a single roll of microfilm containing perhaps 15 days of daily 
newspapers requires an hour to search properly. That is time spent away 
from other things in daily life! Sports, movies, perhaps a date with 
Cindy Crawford are sacrificed. One library in the Boston area alone has 
800,000 rolls of microfilm. 

I like to call this work the "final frontier" in UFO research 
because there was a time when doing a survey of the world press was 
considered too daunting a task. Much material had not been put on acc
essable microfilm, and the technology for retrieving clear reproductions 
was too primitive. Things have changed for the better in this way~ but 
still .. . .. a gross estimate of perhaps 8000 newspapers existed in the 
U.S. alone during the 1950s, a source of the rawest, but sometimes only, 
information on old reports of aerial phenomena. Project this worldwide 



and one can see why the "final f rontier" is so daunting. So why do it? 
The motivation is the same as doing a 1000-piece jigsaw and find

ing one piece missing at the end ..... it drives one crazy to have this 
incompleteness and you search high and low looking for that last piece. 
Not knowing is simply not acceptable. Solving a mystery can sometimes 
require an amazing degree of completeness, so rather than chase the 
phantoms of modern UFOlogy, UHR chooses this greater challenge. 

UHR will be a world publication, things will appear from every
where, not just English-speaking countries. 

WARNING: UHR is a belief-free publication. It does not endorse 
or promote extraterrestrials, other dimensions, paranormal/psychic 
connections, or any other fad belief related to aerial phenomena. UHR 
deals with information because it is interesting, informative, nostalgic 
and sometimes mysterious. LOrig-time readers of my previous publication 
know that I interpret UFOs literally as unidentified flying objects, 
not space ships. If you are looking for aliens, get one of the newsstand 
magazines that will more than satisfy every fantasy. UHR will give only 
naked reality. 

Because UHR shifts more to general history, when my previous pub
lication dealt with government involvement, it does not mean UHR won't 
deal with government matters. Many of the most interesting historical 
developments have come through government records. 

Most importantly, UHR is beholding to no one, save the editor. 
It is conne ct ed to no other individuals or organizations, policies or 
philosophies. It was created and can be destroyed at this editor's whim. 
No outside influences or intrusions can occur. No one speaks for the 
publication without the editor's permission. These policies are cut in 
neutron star material and will remain in perpetuity. There will be no 
more January 1998s. 

The "UFO" on the masthead is from 1896. The old-style spellings 
in the title are archaeic because this is an archaeic publication. Other
wise, this will not be drastically different from my previous style. 

In this age of the Internet it somehow seems more comfortable to 
sail into the new century/millenium with this ~ld-style publication, 
sent through the old-style mails, much like piloting a wooden sailing 
vessel to a new land, rather than plowing over the landscape - at bre~k
neck sp~€d in an SST. 

UNUSUAL U.S. COASTAL AERIAL OBSERVATIONS DURING WORLD WAR ~ 

UFOs had become a distinct topic of discussion beginning in 1947. 
Prior to that time the phenomena didn't have a particular title, so that 
observations of peculiar aerial objects fell into no organized category, 
other than being interesting recollections with most often no permanent 
record kept. There are some exceptions to this (airships of the 1890s, 
Foo-fighters; etc.) but reports of UFO-type phenomena prior to 1947 are 
usually fragmentary, almost to the point of being uninvestigatable. Never
theless, some of the observations still present a mystery, if only as 
a contribution to the cultural memory. 

A former aircraft observer, who we will call Shirley, recently 
related her memory of a peculiar object seen around 1943 or a bit later. 
She was a volunteer aircra ft spotter in north central Massachusetts, help
ing to fill in one of the air defense needs in the days of primitive 
radar. Manning a tall building or specially built tower, these volunteers 
would maintain contact with other similar posts along the U.S. coast, 
ready to relay information about unknown aircraft overflying American air 
space. 

One day Shirley received a radio message from a coastal Maine post 
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of a strange vehicle heading south. Soon enough, the object was visible 
from her location: a stubby fuselage with huge, oval wings on either 
side (see inset) . It continued heading south 
and was thought to have been spotted by an 
observer at a post near Boston before it 
vanished. Apparently, after discussions with 
other observers, it was not the first , time 
that this object was seen. It was assumed 
that it was some sort of secret . or exper
imental glider for testing the observer's 
visual acutity. 

Upon contacting her area's filter 
cen t er about the sighting, she was instr
ucted to log any reports under the name that 
was given to it; the "Bug", because of its 

The "Bug" 

resemblance to one. Shirley thought the instruction to be peculiar 
because the observers customarily logged any aircraft sightings by 
number. The flBug" became something of an inside joke to the ob se rvers 
due to its weird appearance and elusiveness, but she never discovered 
its true identity, if it had any. 

Another Massachusetts report during the summer of 1944 or 45 
occurred at Woll a ston Beach, just south of Boston. Mrs. Margaret Fornaro 
reported that on two consecutive days at 2PM a group of nine saucer
shaped objects were seen flying over the beach in view of hundreds. 
Traveling in echelon fo r mation and spaced evenly, the discs occassion
ally tilted from side to side independently of one another. They were 
highly reflective and sometimes showed a golden color when tilted a 
certain way. The tilting ha d a two to three second cycle and the entire 
formation was i n view for one to two minutes. 

Said to have been reported in the Boston press, UHR is checking 
this possibility as it would pl ac e press coverage of a classic flying 
disc sighting several years earlier than the first acknowledged disc 
report by Kenneth Arnold. There is, however, a possibility that the 
sighting occurred in the summer of 1947, as there were a number of 
beach reports of discs in the Boston area. 

Summer 1942: At Great East Lake, near Sanbornville, New Hampshire, 
David Townsend was visiting a friend. One night he was out fishing on 
the lake with a local girl. While David was watching the water where 
the line trailed, the girl let out a scream. 

He saw her staring at the moon, 
and as he glanced up he could see what 
looked like a heavy streak of lightning 
running around the edge of the moon's 
disc, about a third to a half of its 
circumference. The girl had seen more 
of the jagged track, encompassing about 
two-thirds of the circumference. The 
total time for the trip was several 
seconds. 

Was it light ni ng? The night was 
clear with the moon either full or 
within a couple of days of being so. No 
storms were in sight anywhere. The streak 
didn't appear instantaneously but devel
oped a path over a short period of time. 
And what are the odds of clear air light
ning following a path around two-thirds 
of the moon's circumference? Was it an 
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aircraft? How does a plane leave a jagged, glowing path around the 
edge of the moon in just a couple of seconds? 

West coast unknowns were noted as well.The most famous, the so-
c a 11 e d " Bat tIe 0 fLo s An gel e s~' 0 f Feb r u a r y 25, I 94 2, in vol v e d m u 1 tip 1 e 
objects being fired at by elements of Los Angeles's anti-aircraft gun 
emplacements . in a frenzy of activity during the early morning hours. 
No bombs were dropped. No hits were scored on the unknowns and they 
were never identified. UHR can deal with this one in more detail later. 

An aircraft spotter in Laguna, California was on duty in the 
early spring of 1943 at a bo ut lOAM. On a clear day the observer noted 
a large flashing, like a giant sparkler, discharging every 30 seconds 
high in the sky. A report was sent to Santa Ana Army Air Base and a P-38 
was sent to investigate. The flashing continued until the P-38 closed 
in on its position when it ceased. AAF personnel were said to be quite 
upset by the event. 

A rarity, a dated report, was filed by reknown aviation writer, 
Gerry Casey. On AprilS, 1943 at 9:50AM, Casey was a primary instrument 
flight instructor supervising a student in ,a BT-13A trainer. Cruising 
near Long Beach, California with the student flying, Casey had glanced 
eastward and had noticed a peculiar flash in the sky. As he looked more 
carefully, he saw an aircraft in a moderate dive toward the trainer. 
Preparation for evasive action was made ready in case it was needed as 
the craft continued to approach, and then pass on the trainer's left 
side. 

This "plane" was quite odd. It was radiant orange in color, with 
no openings or glass visible. There was no propeller or propulsion of 
any kind visible. It was elliptical, with a rounded hump on top and a 
smaller hump underneath. Size was difficult to determine without know
ing the distance. It was unlike anything ever seen before. 

The object maintained a precise formation with the trainer, show
ing something of a wobble or oscillation while in place. Casey thought 
of photographing it with a camera available in the plane but, thinking 
that the object was a secret aircraft from Lockheed (about which he had 
heard rumors), he decided against it, fearing wartime penalties for 
photographing secret test aircraft. 

Suddenly, with the rear portion of the object moving slightly, 
it shot away, disappearing in a climbing turn toward the ocean in two 
seconds. It turned from orange to white as it accelerated. Total dur
ation of the sighting was 90 seconds. 

By today's standards of UFO research, this report would probably 
draw a deep yawn from the majority of those following this topic. The 
pilot and student weren't abducted and dissected. Their memories weren't 
tampered with. They wer e n't visited by "men in black." And they never 
toured talk shows or ended up in tabloids. The instructor was simply 
recalling a detailed odd event of the distant past that was not resplen
dent with Hollywood-style glitter or a scripted story line. It is merely 
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one of those strange kinds of little puzzles that constituted the 5% 
or so of what the Air Force could not identify -- the technically de
tailed report with credible witnesses that present an interpretive 
cha l lenge to intelligent people. Unfortunately this has become archaeic 
in today's showbiz world, belonging only .in an archaeic publication 
like this! 

Activity continued in California in 1943. In Escondido one day 
in November around 1030PM, on a dark, moonless night, the Sledge family, 
husband, wife and son, were listening to the radio when Mrs. Sledge 
stepped outside for some air. She noticed an object hovering 15 feet 
above the roof of her house, shaped like a disc with a dome, some 12 
feet in diameter. The dome had square windows all around, about 30 inches 
square each. Behind two of them she could see silhouetted shapes like 
men. The dome inside appeared to be like shiny chrome. 

Mrs. Sledge ran into the house 
for her husband, thinking that an air
craft was in trouble. Both husband and 
son had the object in view but could 
not identify it. A quiet humming, like 
a spinning top could be heard as it 
hovered. 

As Mrs. Sledge flashed a flash
light on the ground, believing that the 
object wanted to land, it blinked out 
its lights and disappeared. The fami ly 
kept silent about it until many years 
later. 

The Sledge Object 

From an aircraft spotter in a post on top of the Los Angeles 
Coliseum in the summer of either 1942 or 43, observer Marie Hicks saw 
a golden-colored object similar in size to a large bomber at a great 
distance, hovering in the sky. Hicks was struck by the hovering aspect 
as the aircraft showed no movement. The morning sun had already risen, 
ruling out stars or planets. A balloon or aircraft moving directly away 
from the viewer? Pe r haps. 

1944 produced a few more west coast incidents. J.S. Taylor of 
Los Angeles recalled a sighting while working at a manufacturing plant 
on Slauson Ave. One night at 1130PM, he saw an orange-reddish light come 
down from the sky and hover 100 yards above the road. When Taylor app
roached for a better view, the light moved upward and a way. Upon his 
going back to the plant, the light returned to its original position and 
remained for 5 more minutesafter which it disappeared. It was seen by 
Taylor one other time but at a much higher altitude. 

In a report sent to a NICAP subcommittee in Seattle ·. in 1961, the 
following is described: 

In the latter part . of December 1944 and January and February 1945, 
radar operators at the Naval Air Station, Pasco, Washington, re
ported unusual blips on their radar screens. These blips appeared 
out of nowhere and proceeded from Northwest of the Air Station 
to the Southeast and consequently off of the radar screens. A 
fighter pilot was made available with an armed F6F fighter and 
given orders to shoot down anything that appeared to be hostile. 
He was vectored out on two occassions that this writer remembers, 
but, in each instance, made no contact. The blip always acted much 
like a Piper Cub aircraft and at about the same speed. The writer 
was vectored out one afternoon in an SNJ aircraft to make contact 
with one of these blips. This particular one appeared to be very 
high according t o the radar operators. Nothing was sighted but the 
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operators reported two blips on the screen. 
vinced that there was something there, but, 
it was will apparently never be answered." 

The writer is con-
the mystery as to what 

Cdr. R. W. Hendershott 
U.S.N.R. 

Radar angels, i.e. false radar returns, were quite common in the 
early days of radar and can certainly account for reports like this, 
but with regard to unidentified flying objects, it is unusual to have 
this kind of detail to make such determinations decades after the fact. 

A strange circular object, brilliant green in color, was seen from 
Vallejo, ' Californ ia during the summer of 1944 on a Friday afternoon. The 
object ~ollowed an arc toward distant hills, after which it fol lowed the 
con't9l1 ;r: of the hills in straight, horizontal paths, with vertical steps 
corie~p6nding to the need to elevate position to maintain contour. The 
object the6 arced again toward the horizon and disappeared. Duration: 
3 to 5 seconds. 

The Vallejo Sighting 
-----------------------

This article is designed solely to describe what kind of unknown 
aerial phenomena activity existed along the coastal U.S. during World 
War 2, a notoriously poorly-described time in the annals of UFO research. 
Ultimately, many might be explainable with better data, but it is more 
likely that they will remain odd tales from an increasingly distant past. 

UHR will have much more on the World War 2 era. There are still 
other domes tic accounts as well as a large amount of new information on 
the "Foo-fighter" phenomena abroad, many of these gleaned from govern
ment bombing mission reports and Air Force histories unearthed recently 
through the efforts of Project 1947 researchers. 

Unless otherwise stated, reports described in UHR come from case 
files created from letters by participants, or organizational report 
forms signed by witnesses. Occassionally, the witnesses desire anonymity, 
so if names are missing, this is why. 
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-- -------------------~ 

AUGUST 1997 

(One loose end left from my previous publication was that the 
second part of a two-part look at the summer 1997 Roswell wild
ness was curtailed by the abrupt end of the newsletter. This 
will bring full closure on that matter.) 

Certainly the dominant story of the great summer UFO excitement 
of 1997 during August was the release of information on an article 
published in the Spring issue of "Studies in Intelligence," a CIA pub
lication. The article, CIA's Role in the Study of UFOs: 1947-90," by 
Gerald K. Haines, a historian at the National Reconnaissance Office 
(NRO), purported to summarize the CIA's involvement in UFOs largely 
from the CIA's internal paperwo r k, apparently the first time this was 
done on the CIA from official sources. Oddly, the NRO, an agency managing 
the nation's spy satellite system, has been the "UFO" of government 
agencies, we having been told in the past that the NRO did not exist. The 
CIA had often said as well that they were not involved in UFO investig
ations. So an employee of an non-existent agency was detailing the non
existent investigations of a non-existent phenomena! To those who have 
long memories of intelligence agency statements on UFOs, this was hardly 
the way to get off on the right foot in documenting the "truth" about 
UFOs. 

So, what is the truth? According to Haines, in the unclassified 
version released on the Internet, the CIA was only involved with UFOs . 
intensively until the early 1950s with the release of the Robertson Panel 
report (for background , see The UFO Cover Up [ Clea r Intent ] , chapters on 
the CIA). After this, the interest became sporadic. 

However, the core of the article's importance lies on pages 6-7, 
where, it is claimed, that more than half of all UFO reports from the 
late 1950s through the 1960s were due to flights oL ma n ne d U-2 reconn
aissance aircraft, which began test flights in August 1955, and SR-71 
"Blackbird" flights, known as "Project OXCART." It was said that once 
flights began, there was a large increase in UFO reports from commercial 
pilots and air traffic controllers. The U-2's were originally painted 
silver and flew up to 60,000 feet, giving the impression of a strange 
flying object of high performance, surely leading to speculations of 
craft from other worlds. 

The article also claimed that the Air Force Project Blue Book 
investigation was aware of this, had consulted with the CIA's U-2 project 
staff in Washington, and coordinated dismissive explanations, like temp
erature inversions and other known phenomena to cover for the reconnaiss
ance flights. The source for all of this? "The Central Intelligence 
Agency and Overhead Reconnaissance: The U- 2 and OXCART Programs: 1954-74," 
by Gregory Ped10w and Donald We1zenbach (CIA History Staff, Wash., D.C., 
1992). 

The extraordinary nature of this article cannot be stressed more 
emphatically. The CIA is saying that the Air Force lied about more than 
half of all UFO reports logged from 1955 on. These reports that were ex
plained were falsely identified, and many of the unknowns were known. 
Or perhaps none of the unknowns were linked to reconnaissance flights, 
which then means that both CIA and Air Force scrutiny could not identify 
those unusual cases. At any rate, it can now be stated unequivocab1y 
that a major deception was conducted in government handling of UFOs, 
beyond doubt. 

However, not a single instance of linkage of a reconnaissance flight 
to a UFO report was provided in the article to support such an amazing 
conclusion, though it can be readily acknowledged that this may have been 
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so in some cases. 
Now, which cases were U-2/0XCART flights and which weren't? 

Someone with the Air Force and the CIA had to sit down and figure this 
out. Where is the case material with such determinations? Where is the 
documentation of cross-staffing between the Air Force and the CIA? Is it 
all in the tw o pages cited by Haines from Pedlow's and Welzenbach's report? 
Obviously not. So there appears to be a huge "dark file," a Blue Book 
underground, that exists substantiating the greater-than-50% reconnaiss
ance flight determinations up to 1969, the end of Blue Book. To put it 
in numbers, there were 9278 cases from 1955 to 1969. According to Haines' 
article, there were more than 4639 reports, roughly, secretly determined 
to be due to U-2/0XCART. That is a lot of paper! 

But in 1979, at the conclusion of th~ GSW lawsuit agains t the CIA, 
we were given a bit less than 900 pages, none of which dealt with these 
facts. A small numb er of classified UFO documents were withheld and it 
was said that this was all there was in CIA files. Periodic releases 
since then by the CIA, clearly some of the "small number" previously 
withheld, again do not allude to the U-2 connection. One needs only half 
a brain to tell that there is something rotten, but not in Denmark! 

It is ironic that the CIA had created much of the current UFO para
noia by conducting such deception and not releasing this information 
during the lawsuit, and at least trying to blunt the notion of ETs on 
our planet.What secret would have been compromised? That some UFO seen 
in 1956 turned out to be a U-2 or SR-71, aircraft already known to the 
public at th e time of the court action. 

The real reason is likely a reluctance to admit to a substantial 
public deception until a time when the UFO topic had become largely irr
elevant and unimportant due to the highly publicized excesses of UFOlogists, 
like now. Far fewer people are angry about this now than they would have 
been during the decades of the 1960s and 1970s when the topic was taken 
more seriously. In releasing the article in August, the CIA was likely 
also trying to put an exclamation point on the Air Force's release about 
a month earlier of their negative assessment of the Roswell incident and 
ET bodies in storage, hoping perhaps that the whole business could be 
squashed once and for all. 

It could hardly be called a well-calculated move. A government historian 
was sanctioned by the CIA to publish a story saying that the CIA had 
deceived the public about their handling of UFOs, but it was for a good 
reason and that ETs still didn't exist. In fact, the CIA didn't have to 
release anything, there was hardly any pressure on them to do so. A CIA 
official might have thought that it was a good public relations move to 
make the CIA appear more tr~thful and forthcoming in the post-Cold War 
world, someone who may not have ev e n been born during the Robertson 
Panel era of the early 50s. But there are some gaping holes in the CIA's 
new explanation, so admitting to lying and not qualifying it very well 
makes the effort appear lame, an attempt to capitalize on the Air Force's 
Roswell publicity. Whatever the intent might have been in releasing the 
report, it was not received very well. Newspapers blasted the story as 
another example of the reason to mistrust government. Claims that the 
government is forthcoming with UFOs can always be met by this bad example. 
And we still don't see the documentation linking U-2s to UFO sightings! 

Now with regard to the Air Force, where are their dark analyses 
of Blue Book UFO files? In 1969 we were assured that Project Blue Book 
was all of the Air Force's UFO data and that no more existed. We were 
then witness to a flood of UFO documents from 1975 onward that would 
rival Niagara Falls in volume, in the thousands of pages. Yet not a clue 
that any of this new story existed, though it was always suspected that 
we weren't getting the whole story on UFOs. Certainly, as we now know, 
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it was a justified position. 
With all of the stress in the article on reconnaissance aircraft 

being responsible for most UFO reports from 1955 on, it is forg o tten 
that they could not be responsible for reports from 1954 back. There 
were 3187 of those, of which 481 of the Air Force's historical grand 
total of 701 were unknowns, more than half of the so-called "good reports." 
In one year alone, 1952, more than 20% of the reports were unknown. None 
were due to U-2s or SR-71s. Furthermore, distant sightings of reconnaiss
ance aircraft cannot account for ~loser observations that dominate many 
of the better reports regarded as Air Force unknowns. 

To prove me wrong, we will have to see those Air Force/CIA deter
minations, won't we! 

ROSWELL REVERSAL? 

In an episode of "T h e Unexplained," an A&E cable TV program on 
paranormal phenomena, aired a number of times in 1997, the head of the 
J. Allen Hynek Center for UFO Studies, Dr. Mark Rodeghier, made the 
following statement: "I don't believe we've been visited by extraterr
estrials. I haven't seen the evidence for it yet, so we say the question 
is very much open and should be studied carefully." 

This would seem to be a reversal of opinion on the Roswell incident, 
which the Center has enthusiastically endorsed for many years. Jerome 
Clark, editor o,f the Center's publication, "International UFO Repo):'ter," 
has called Roswell, " .. the most important case in UFO history," havi~g 
the potential, "not to settle the issue of UFOs, but to identify them as 
extraterrestr ia l spacecraft." (Clark's UFO Encounters from Beyond, pg.161, 
Signet, 1993) . 

Rodeghier himself, writing a foreword to UFO Crash at Roswell, by 
Don Schmitt and Kevin Randle (Avon, 1991), called the book "the truth. " 
What was the truth? "On July 3, 1947, a rancher came across the wreckage 
of an alien s pacecraft (emphasis added ) in the high desert of New Mexico," 
and, "Several days later, the bodies of four extraterrestrials were dis
covered a few miles from the alleged crash site." These are called "facts" 
on the back cover matter of the book. 

Whatever led to the reversal of opi n ion is unclear, but UHR applauds 
the statement, feeling that it injects some sanity back into the UFO con
troversy sorely in need of backpedalling from extreme positions. 

DEDICATION: DAVID CHRISTENSEN 

The first issue of UHR is dedicated to David Christensen of Tucson, 
Arizona, who passed away from heart failure on April 27th. 

Dave and his wife Marge were the movers and shakers for much of 
the 1980s in Massachusetts for rational UFO research. When I was inv. olved 
with Massachusetts MUFON, I spent many long hours discussing how to or
ganize and present a polished view of UFOs through public information 
and public education, PIPE as the Christensen's called it. Dave was part
icularly helpful in support through his computer knowledge, organizing 
file information to make it widely known to other researchers, and some 
of this work resulted in a computer catalog of UFO literature. Both 
Dave and Marge had campaigned for rigorous application of the scientific 
method to UFO research and investigations. 

They were very cordial hosts during mUltiple visits I've made to 
Tucson to research Arizona UFO reports and the James McDonald papers 
stored at the University of Arizona. We made many memorable trips into 
the desert as well, including getting caught in a vicious thunderstorm 
outside of the Bios p here while the Biospherians inside watched our terror. 
We were rescued! I will miss his quiet, logical demeanor; a pleasant man. 
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In October at' 194$, the l7!th hit the pages cf nearly e.,er!· daily newspaper 

in the country. Unfortunately, the publicit7' brought a deluge of high ranti "& 

air force people down on the squadron and queetions and investigations pUled 

thro~h the e.rea for d.qe afterward. The oCcuion waf) the report of a !'lying 

caUcer spotted OT8~ 'ergo by a 178th pilot, It. George Goraan. 

Th. !lying saueer investigations were at a high Ditch in the pres~ during this 

period and GenanSe story was gobbled up by the country's news services. ~en 

the report reache~ Wright rield. an air force experiaeDtal cent~r, se.,eral 

planeloads of army inT~atigator6 in verious fields who were s..~eignee to trace 

down • aaucer" reports left tor l'argo imutdiatel7. Gonaar., two airport tower 

operatorf r:ho bad raportedl.,r watched his aerial chue or the II,Tsteriou: object, 

and other l7!th personnel in key poats were interTie.ed ext.nBi.,.ly.. The airplanes 

and squadron equipment also were carefully checked with geiger counters, but 

apparently noth.1.cg was turned up. 

The inTestigator. lett &aid heartfelt 8ighs trom exhausted 17!th officera. But 

the etory didn't die. In fact. at thif t1ae, three and one-hal! years later. the 

£aUcer controversy 18 st1ll r&i1nt; and the Conlan incident 18 taken out and rehadied 

in COlipany with other reports in an occadonal pUblication or radio prouam. 

From: History, 178th Fighter Bomber Squad r on, North Dakota, 1951. 

UHR with usually try to devote a page to direct reproductions of 
unusual items, clippings, or, as above, government documents. There is 
a significant backlog of Air Force histories uncovered by Project 1947 
that will be used from time to time. In the case of press stories, the 
quality will vary depending on the sour~e and the reproduction equipment 
available at the time of recovery. So~etimes it was very difficult to 
get readable accounts because the microfilm was dark or heavily scratched. 
Older press used ink that often blobbed or ran so even with a clear re
production, reading was hard. 

Bound volumes frequently were put together in a way that text near 
the fold of pages was too close to the edge so that it was lost when 
bound in. And sometimes we found that people would tear whole items out 
rather than spend a dime to photocopy them. This prevented upgrading of 
poor copies that we already had. 

Government documents many times can be eighth generation reproduc
tions, which renders copy virtually unreadable. 

UHR will do its best to render the best possible quality out of 
what is available. I just wanted you to know what it is like to engage 
in this kind of research. Even in places where one expects things to be 
cared for , they aren't. 
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